Drop Contract

Dropped Lesson Agreement

I, ___________________________________________ on this day, ________________________, have officially dropped lessons in __________________________ with my instructor, __________________________.

Please read information below.

If student is a returning student (meaning he/she has previously taken lessons here at Hamilton) and decides to drop lessons after the contract is signed will be responsible for the full amount of the contract. (Note: Financial aid and department stipends are forfeited when lessons are dropped.)

If a student is in their first semester of study at Hamilton they may drop lessons prior to the second scheduled lesson. If they sign and submit a “Drop Contract” form and a “Course Drop” slip prior to the second scheduled lesson they will only be financially responsible for the first lesson taken rather than the full amount of the signed contract.

______________________________
Student Signature

____________________________________
Office Signature
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________________________ The student is financially responsible for the amount of $________________